WALL SYSTEMS

VARCO PRUDEN BUILDINGS

PANEL RIB™ WALL PANEL

FEATURES
• Available in 26 or 24 gauge
• 36” wide panel with 1-3/16” high ribs
  12” on center
• Available up to 48’ in length*
• Variety of color options with KXL finish
  and a 25 year paint warranty
• Installed with self-drilling stainless steel
capped fasteners
• Optional crimped base feature

*Bmax. length varies by manufacturing location

BENEFITS
• Variety of gauge thicknesses to meet
  most codes and specifications
• Engineered for durability and
  aesthetically pleasing
• Long panel lengths minimize end laps for
  optimum wall integrity
• Superior paint finishes reduces
  maintenance costs
• Eliminates the need for base trim, and
  accelerates installation
• Economical panel for most
  building applications
Panel Rib™ WALL PANEL
Durable, economical metal wall solution designed for easy installation

Panel Rib is our most economical wall system. In fact, this wall system is more economical than wood, concrete or masonry alternatives. Panel Rib wall panels come standard in 26 gauge steel, or optional 24 gauge. The panel is 36" wide with 1-3/16" high ribs. It is available in lengths up to 48’ which can provide a continuous panel from foundation to eave. This can eliminate the need for end laps and assures wall integrity and weather tightness. Panels are attached with self-drilling, stainless steel capped color-matched fasteners.

VP offers an exclusive crimped base Panel Rib option, which saves installation time and cost of material, because it eliminates the need for notched metal or rubber closures. Using this panel also saves the building owner the need for painted base trim. And once constructed, crimping and notching reduces access for uninvited pests. Crimped Base Panel Rib affords no openings for birds and varmints to nest.

Panel Rib can effectively utilize blanket insulation as well as up to 2-1/2" of rigid board insulation. Your VP Builder can assist you in selecting the optimal insulation approach, considering up-front costs and long term energy savings.

All gauges of Panel Rib are available in a wide selection of standard colors with KXL finishes. The KXL paint system is a PVDF finish applied to the zinc aluminum coated steel to give a long-life color that resists fading and chalking. KXL is a 1 mil nom. PVDF finish with 70% Kynar® 500 or Hylar® 5000 standard.

Varco Pruden Buildings meet the highest standards and certifications in the industry, including IAS and Miami-Dade County, Florida Product Approvals.

Panel Width: 36” coverage
Panel Length: Min. 8’ Max. 48’*
Gauges: 26 or 24 gauge
Substrate: AZ50 coated
Exterior Coating: KXL (70% PVDF)
Interior Coating: Gray primer
Ext. Coat Warranty: 25 yrs. conditional†
Finish: Smooth
Profile: Ribbed
Other options: Crimped base

Available accessories include notched upper louvres, walk-doors, wall-lites, and window kits. For information about this or any other VP product or service, contact your local authorized VP Builder.

Note: All panels formed from light gauge metal may exhibit waviness, also known as “Oil Canning,” commonly occurring in, but not restricted to, flat portions of a panel. This inherent characteristic is not a defect of material or manufacturing and is not cause for rejection.

• Kynar 500® is a registered trademark of Arkema.
• Hylar 5000® is a registered trademark of Solvay Solexis.
• Galvalume® is a registered trademark of BIEC International, Inc.

*Maximum lengths vary by manufacturing location.
† For specific warranty information, refer to VP’s Warranty Guide.